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30 Beers in 30 Days 

Follow along (blog link below) on this hoppy exploration as we brew single hop beers using a malt neutral 
recipe. Then, take a seat at the sensory panel’s table as we are led by a Cicerone on how to taste and evaluate 
the aromatic and �avor properties of our chosen hops.

WHO:
An educational and cooperative brewing event between Central Washington University's Craft Brewing 
Program, Yakima Valley Hops and BREWHA Equipment Co. Frank Addeo (of Yakima Valley Hops & Central 
Washington University) will facilitate the brewing. 

WHAT:
To brew 30 beers in 30 days utilizing a malt neutral recipe. With the expansion of hop breeding programs and 
widespread cultivation of Humulus lupulus, brewing has evolved in application to suit preferences of tasters 
around the world. Classic varieties bred with wild hops from North America have generated cultivars that impart 
greater complexity to beer. The line between bittering and aromatic hops is fading for a more dynamic 
experience. This study will examine 30 hop varieties for their potential contributions. 

Cicerone Wes Cutlip will lead a sensory panel made up of local industry and craft beer enthusiasts in �ve tasting 
events to be held at Yakima Valley Hops. Prior to the tasting events, two workshops will be held to educate the 
panelists in sensory analysis. 

WHERE:
The brewing will take place at the laboratories of Central Washington University's Craft Brewing Research Lab, and 
in the brew room of Yakima Valley Hops. The workshops and tasting events will also be held at Yakima Valley Hops.

WHEN:
Brewing will commence on or around the �rst week of February and continue for 30 days. The sensory analysis 
will happen throughout the process. 

WHY:
For the love of hops. Using a malt neutral recipe gives the ability to spotlight underutilized or little known 
varieties, experimentals and "rediscovered" hops. The data collected will be used to compile characteristic pro�les 
of each hop variety and determine their uses (perhaps a classic bittering hop has potential for desirable aromatic 
contributions etc.). Please see the second page of this release for a complete list of hops to be used in this event.

MEDIA:
Please contact Malissa Gatton at Malissa@yakimavalleyhops.com or Katie Kuntz at CraftBrewing@cwu.edu for 
additional information and collateral materials (photos, logo etc.) related to this campaign. The blog “30 Beers in 
30 Days” will have photos, lab notes, recipes etc from the brewer chronicalling this process, you can find it at 
https://yakimavalleyhopsblog.wordpress.com  Additionally, this event will be shared across multiple social 
media channels including those of CWU, BREWHA Equipment Co. and Yakima Valley Hops.   
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Hops list:
Amarillo
Calypso
Cascade
Centennial
Chinook
Columbus
Galena
Mosaic
Nugget
Sterling
Willamette
Tettnang
Equinox
Buzz Bullets
Sorachi Ace
Golding
Comet
007 Goldenhop
Exp Applecrisp
Pekko
Jarrylo
Azacca
Citra
El Dorado
Caliente
Eureka
Lemon Drop
Horizon
Cashmere
Warrior




